British study shows unknowns of COVID-19
spread
25 March 2020, by Patrick Galey
British population could have already caught
coronavirus.
That outcome led to headlines suggesting the
research, which has yet to be peer-reviewed,
indicated that over half of Britons were already
infected.
Paul Klenerman, an expert in immunology and
infectious diseases at the University of Oxford, who
contributed to the research, told AFP that was not
its point.
"The model was just a way of looking at earlier
events," he said.
Researchers at the University of Oxford used
mathematical modelling to examine possible infection
"There were very wide differential outcomes, it
rates consistent with the number of confirmed COVID-19 wasn't supposed to predict any particular outcome."
cases and deaths in Britain

Klenerman said that the main goal of the research
was to demonstrate the variability of potential
infection rates and to emphasise the need for
widespread serologic testing.

Authors of headline-grabbing research into how
many people in Britain may already be infected
with COVID-19 insisted Wednesday their research This is a form of blood test that scans for antibodies
showed the need for widespread antibody testing indicating an individual has contracted the virus and
to contain the pandemic.
developed immunity.
Researchers at the University of Oxford used
mathematical modelling to examine possible
infection rates consistent with the number of
confirmed COVID-19 cases and deaths in Britain:
more than 8,000 and 422 as of Wednesday
morning, respectively.

"The point of the paper was that we need to
understand the serology," he said.
"Governments in general need to pay attention to
this. We'll understand the epidemic better when we
have information over who has been exposed and
who hasn't.

Using several hypothetical transmission rates, the
models showed a huge variation in the possible
numbers of people who have caught the deadly
virus in Britain and Italy but exhibited no serious
symptoms, and so would not be candidates for
testing.

"It may be that a lot of people have been exposed
and it may be that only a few people have been but
we can't tell until we start testing people."

One possible outcome, according to the models,
was that as of March 19, 2020, 68 percent of the

Simon Gubbins, group leader in Transmission
Biology at The Pirbright Institute, said that the

'Gross over-interpretation'
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Oxford pre-paper did not indicate that half of Britons
were already infected.
"The estimates for the proportion of the population
infected depends on the assumptions made about
the proportion of the population at risk of severe
disease, which is unknown," he said.
Gubbins said the model used in the research was
likely to have overestimated the rate of spread as it
treated Britain and Italy as "single well-mixed
populations" and couldn't account for behavioural
changes such as hand washing and social
distancing.
British Health Minister Matt Hancock on Tuesday
announced the government had purchased 3.5
million COVID-19 antibody test kits.
James Wood, head of the University of
Cambridge's Department of Veterinary Medicine,
said the study should "be used to emphasise the
need to conduct serological studies in areas where
epidemic spread has occurred".
"The current version of the paper does substantially
over-speculate and is open to gross overinterpretation by others," he added.
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